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Abstract

In this paper we discuss our approach to designing improvising
music systems whose intelligence is centred around careful
listening, particularly to qualities related to timbre and texture.
Our interest lies in systems that can make contextual decisions
based on the overall character of the sound field, as well as the
specific shape and contour created by each player. We describe
the history and paradigm of ‘expanded instrument’ systems,
which has led to one instrumental system (GREIS) focused on
manual sculpting of sound with machine assistance, and one
improvising system (FILTER) which introduces the ability
to listen, recognize and transform a performer’s sound in a
contextually relevant fashion. We describe the different mod-
ules of these improvising performance systems, as well as
specific musical performances as examples of their use. We
also describe our free improvisation trio, in order to describe
the musical context that situates and informs our research.

Keywords: aesthetics; performance; machine learning;
interfaces; machine composition

1. Introduction

When a group of musicians engages in free improvisation,
there is no a priori set of rules that the players use to commu-
nicate their intent. Rather, the musical language that players
develop is acquired throughout the course of a performance
or rehearsal session. While particular harmonic, melodic and
rhythmic structures might be presented from various styles,
the intent behind this presentation is completely open and
unknowable beforehand, meaning that such intent must be
found through careful listening to these qualities but also more
fundamentally to the nature of the sound itself. Therefore,
understanding the intention behind a sound event arises from
careful attention to the shape and trajectory of salient sound
features, the state of the overall sound field and a memory
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of recent actions taken by fellow improvisers. This need to
define ‘style’ as a function of the immediate musical situation
has prompted Derek Bailey (1993) to refer to free impro-
visation as ‘non-idiomatic’. It has been our experience as
improvising musicians that structuring the musical interac-
tion by fundamental listening principles—rather than musical
stylistic rules—is an effective way to engage in the act of free
improvisation.

Our work in interactive system development is informed by
the practice of Deep Listening (Oliveros, 1979), including the
notions of focal and global modes of attention. The former
is concerned with discovering a particular sonic event and
following this as it shifts over time. The latter is concerned
with listening to the entirety of the sound field—everything
that one can perceive. The key to our use of these princi-
ples is that it is not one or the other, but rather the pro-
cess of these modes, and the dynamics of balancing the two
that are embedded in our work. Meanwhile, a second struc-
turing principle arises from particulars of our musical aes-
thetic. Our interest is in a blending of acoustic and electronic
sound such that source and cause of an event can be ob-
scured, where gestures are traded between musicians within
the sound field. Achieving a structured listening in such per-
formance practice—with a necessary level of abstraction and
receptiveness—provides similar listening challenges to elec-
troacoustic music, and we find e.g. Denis Smalley’s (1997)
principles of Gesture and Texture to be appropriate metaphors
for further defining the machine-based listening process. The
former refers to an ‘energy-motion trajectory’ that provides a
sense of human intention and direction, while the latter refers
both to the inner detail of a given sound event as well as
the quality of the entire sound field. Our work is based on
the conviction that these principles of focal/global and ges-
ture/texture provide an excellent framework for developing
a system based on a close coupling of listening, recognition
and creative interaction that speaks to the self-organizing and
emergent nature of form in free improvisation. This conviction
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underlies two systems that we will discuss: first the human-
performed Granular-feedback Expanded Instrument System
(GREIS) that will be the focus of Section 4, as well as the
machine improvising system known as the Freely Improvis-
ing, Learning and Transforming Evolutionary Recombination
(FILTER) system (Van Nort, n.d.), which will be described
in detail in Section 7. The latter system exists within the
context of a larger project named CAIRA, which stands for the
Creative, Artificially-Intuitive and Reasoning Agent (Braasch
et al., 2012). This parent project is devoted to understanding
and modelling machine performance from both a top-down,
logic-based point of view well suited to following rules as well
as from a more bottom-up and intuitive approach to machine
improvisation. Generally speaking, FILTER is bottom-up and
focused on an intuitive approach to improvisation that is of
particular interest to the first author, the system’s designer.
The system design is based on four key concepts:

• An embodied approach to machine listening and se-
mantic memory formation using the above-stated prin-
ciples.

• Forming an episodic memory through learning the
spectro-temporal fine-structure of incoming sound.

• Intuitive and spontaneous transformations of a human
performer’s input in a way that is shaped by our
listening principles.

• The system’s actions are informed by an electroa-
coustic aesthetic that favours a sound-oriented view
(Landy, 2007) on performance output rather than one
determined by music theoretic rules.

The articulation of these concepts has arisen from the rich
experience of developing Deep Listening theory by the second
author, the experiences of our improvisation trio in general and
the system design work of the first author in this performance
context, in particular. As much as the purpose of this paper is
to describe the two aforementioned improvisation systems, it
is equally intended to articulate our conceptual approach to
electro/acoustic improvisation and the history of design ideas
in regards to improvising partners/systems that may be traced
from the Expanded Instrument System (EIS) through GREIS
and into FILTER.

2. Related work

In the realm of real-time interactive systems, there have been
many examples of work that is focused on creating an au-
tonomous partner for musical improvisation. One such classic
system is George Lewis’(2000) Voyager, which converts pitch
to MIDI data in order for various internal processes to make
decisions depending on the harmonic, melodic and rhythmic
content before producing symbolic output to interact with
the human performer. A more recent system that focuses on
timbral parameters as well as analysis of their gestural contour
was developed by Hsu (2006) in which parameter curves for

pitch, loudness, noisiness, roughness, etc. were extracted, with
captured sequences being stored in a database. Our system
shares the conviction that sonic gestures (Van Nort, 2009)
are essential to recognize in human–machine interaction for
improvisation. We also explore the concept of learning ges-
tural curves in our work, though we have shifted the focus in
that the recognition itself is on-line with recent systems, and
continual adaptation to the anticipated gesture is used as an
element of the machine intelligence. Going in the other direc-
tion, the more recent work by Hsu (2010) moves away from
detailed analysis of sonic gestural curves, in favour of basic
onset/offset segmentation and instead characterizing overall
performance moods defined by loudness, tempo and timbre.
Several systems take a similar approach of defining a segmen-
tation of audio based on energy changes or silence, followed
by ensemble characterization of each note or phrase. Carey
(2012) segments phrases by examining changes in intensity
and storing the mean and standard deviation of pitch, loudness,
noisiness and brightness for each phrase. Current input phrases
are compared to the database, and the most similar phrase from
past memory is re-introduced. A similar approach to phrase
segmentation and analysis is taken by Ciufo (2005). As with
these examples, our work shares the approach of maintaining a
running memory of sonic descriptors for previous, segmented
phrases that may be re-called based on current input. The
mechanisms we employ in order to determine what previous
material is recalled and in what fashion are a bit more involved
than comparing timbral distances to the database, as will be
explained.

In regards to the issue of adaptability of a system to learned
gestural or sonic qualities, an interesting distinction arises
between systems that learn in a cumulative fashion through re-
hearsal or in the moment of performance. The former approach
is the clear stance taken in the _derivations system (Carey,
2012), which designs for ‘cumulative interactivity’, thinking
of the system as engaging in an interactive conversation that
may in fact use rehearsal audio as sonic source material during
performance. Collins (2011) also privileges pre-performance
training, though the focus is on learning rhythmic and timbral
tendencies of a specific performer rather than gathering sound
recordings as source material. While we certainly feel that pre-
training is an important and interesting direction to take inter-
active systems that may be seen to be versatile performers, to
date we have focused on systems that learn sonic and stylistic
tendencies during performance, in order to privilege the open
nature of completely free improvisation, as well as to see
how far this approach may be taken. This performance–time
learning approach is shared by Hsu (2010), while the the NN
system of Young (2008) presents an involved in-performance
unsupervised neural network training. Regardless, in our work
as with all of these examples there is some form of pre-
performance conditioning of the system, and this will be one
of the most interesting areas of discussion and distinction in
the field for many studies going forward.

Delving deeper into the area of temporal pattern/structure
learning, Pachet (2003) has focused on creating a system that is
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both interactive and which learns musical style. This approach
is based on variable-order Markov chains that learn a tree
structure through analysis of input MIDI data. The goal is
focused on imitation and predicting musical sequences in a
given style. The author claims that the system can ‘fool’ a
listener in the short term, but fails to convince on the scale
of an entire piece. A similar approach was proposed by
Assayag and Dubnov (2004) and realized in the Omax system
(Assayag, Bloch, Chemillier, Cont, & Dubnov, 2006), which
learns variable-length musical sequences, and can understand
phrases as being recombinations or variations of past stylistic
tendencies. These approaches inspire our work both in the
sense of building upon them but also in critically reacting to
them. They are interesting in their lack of style assumptions a
priori, yet the ability to produce ‘creative’ machine output is
more crucial to our work than a system that presents variations
on a current theme.As such we thus incorporate these methods
yet treat them as one part of the learning paradigm, to be aug-
mented by creative and contextual decision-making. To that
end, on the other end of the ‘novel output’spectrum, Blackwell
and Young (2004) have focused on the use of evolutionary
techniques such as a swarm algorithm to guide the spontaneity
of the improvisation. Similarly, Yee-King (2011) has explored
the use of genetic algorithms (GAs) in order to evolve and
adapt during performance by focusing on ‘tone matching’:
using the pitch and timbral information of the incoming audio
as the ideal fitness function for the system, which then attempts
to converge to similar sonic material.

While we also utilize GAs in our work, the goal is to lever-
age them for their ability to evolve in an expansive manner
rather than purely a convergent one that is focused on adapting
the sonic palette in performance. Therefore we equally explore
the processes of evolution and mutation as non-anthropocentric
sources of creativity, perhaps in spirit with the concept of
stigmergy that is invoked by Young (2008). In this work, the
author articulates properties of a creative or ‘living’ machine
performer, including adaptability, intimacy, opacity and the
generation of the unimagined. In our work, we recognize
the power of approaches based in learning stylistic human
patterning as a means towards stimulating improvised ma-
chine actions that have a sense of intimacy, while the use of
such extra-human techniques as evolutionary algorithms may
provide both a sense of adaptation as well as ability to present
the unimagined through properly articulated mutations. As a
result we utilize a combination of these seemingly disparate
techniques, structured both by the aforementioned listening
principles as well as our particular approach to engaging with
the computer through transformation of the performer’s audio
in real-time. The history of ideas in this work is long, and
we trace this trajectory beginning with the history of the Ex-
panded Instrument System, the antecedent to our recent work,
in Section 3. After this, the more recent GREIS system is
described in Section 4. Despite having a history of 10 years of
continual use and active current development, this is the first
description of the system design, including many recent devel-
opments. After situating our work through discussing musical

context and aesthetic goals in Sections 5 and 6, we introduce
the FILTER system—which represents a movement from the
instrumental performance system of GREIS towards an au-
tonomous performing system paradigm. Finally, we present a
specific performance piece involving both GREIS and FITLER
in Section 8 before offering a conclusion that reflects on the
work, the challenge of evaluation and points towards future
goals.

3. Paradigm of expanded instruments

The Expanded Instrument System (EIS) (Oliveros, 2008) be-
gan at the end of the 1950s, and was informed by listening
to the latency between the record and playback heads on
reel-to-reel tape recorders. This monitoring of signals led to
improvisatory manipulation of amplitudes, which in turn af-
forded changes in sound quality. Using feedback within and
between tracks on a stereo machine increased the possibilities,
while adding a second machine with a shared tape afforded a
second and longer time delay, and more routing possibilities as
described in Oliveros (1979). Though limited by the available
hardware, through control of time delays, amplitude and signal
routing this rudimentary EIS produced music with changing
timbres and spatial qualities such as Bye Bye Butterfly and
I of IV (Oliveros, 1997), all improvised in the studio by the
composer.

Improvisation, listening and system development continu-
ally informed and increased the sophistication of EIS. In 1967
musical instruments were included as sound sources, allowing
them to be coloured by delays, layering and volume changes.
Moving away from unwieldy tape machines, in 1983 tape
delay was replaced by digital delay. Modulation of the delayed
signals was introduced so that a signal could be processed
and returned with a new ‘shape’. Delayed signals could also
now be shaped via voltage control by a foot pedal. These
innovations led to the desire for more delays and the need for
a better performance interface in order to control the many
signal paths (Oliveros & Panaiotis, 1991). With the transition
of EIS to the computer (Gamper & Oliveros, 1998), continu-
ous foot gestures remained an integral control paradigm while
a variety of machine-driven modulations were programmed in
order to shape the sound in tandem with this performer action.
These same modulatory gestures were similarly applied to
spatialization of the sound output, as EIS was also conceived
as a multi-channel system and gestural movement of sounds
is an integral part of the system aesthetic. As a case in point,
even though Bye Bye Butterfly and I of IV exist as stereo
recordings they are actually four channel recordings with two
virtual channels due to the second stereo tape machine sharing
the tape with the first stereo machine. Four discrete channels
were heard on four speakers in the studio during the real
time performance, but ultimately the resulting tape could only
be stereo. Subsequently, EIS performances are always multi-
channel as the spatialization of sounds is part of the aesthetic.
SPAT (Jot, 1992) was incorporated in the EIS to enhance
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spatialization in 1992 and VBAP(Pulkki & Karjalainen, 2001)
in 2005.

In 2001, algorithmic control of delay times, modulations
and spatialization was implemented. This allowed for meta-
control of up to 40 delay times having fluctuations from
milliseconds to one minute, as well as type and depth of mod-
ulations. This higher-level of control allowed a performer to
create a sparse to dense field of moving sound that demanded
focal and global listening, as each new sound would exist in
some form in the future and also become a part of the past.
In this sense, EIS is a ‘time machine’ allowing the performer
to expand, listen and react—making improvisatory decisions
to all three times and to multiple parameters simultaneously.
The performer reacts to material that is a combination of
human and machine modulations. EIS has always acted as
such an improvising partner, with a history of pushing the
performer to make instantaneous decisions and to deal with
the consequences musically which long predates the rich work
in interactive performance systems being done today.

Recent improvements to EIS include the ability to set spa-
tialization patterns (see Section 7.4) using the Virtual Micro-
phone Control (ViMiC) (Braasch, Peters, & Valente, 2008)
technique, which in turn can be set or also modified by algo-
rithmic controls. Performer control on the fly is still daunting,
and higher-level control is continually being re-considered.
Changes in EIS parameters are governed by 50/50 randomiza-
tion, a chaos generator or a random event generator—so that
the performer is challenged to develop ever more extensive
abilities of intuition regarding what to play and when to play
it. In the experience of the second author and EIS designer,
the result is a fluctuating mix of live instrumental input with
machine feedback that has the feel of human partnering, mir-
roring his/her own sounds interactively.

In Figure 1, a selected configuration of EIS modules includ-
ing looper 1, delay 1, matrix mixer, Lexicon 1, main volume,
performance clock, reverb, ViMiC and window launcher is
shown. Other modules could be selected, moved around in the
window or removed as desired. Any module can be connected
to any other module through the matrix. Modulator types as
well as the number of active delays may be set manually and/or
controlled by one of the aforementioned random generators.A
virtual Lexicon PSP-42 module allows for gestural control of
modulation with a foot pedal, and introduces its own unique
modulation and envelope shapes as well as feedback gain. In
addition to the gestural shaping and time component, there is
a space component to EIS that currently includes a module for
reverberation and spatialization in 4 to 8 channels, with the
shape of spatial movement selected from ten different geomet-
rical patterns. The spatial parameters may be algorithmically
controlled as well. In addition to the aforementioned early
electronic works, a large body of work has been produced
using EIS and its interfaces through many different designs
from analogue to digital in continual evolution from 1960 to
the present.

4. GREIS

The first author has developed a performance system that has
been inspired by the EIS paradigm and, while having many key
differences, shares a similar intention of interacting with the
immediate past in a way that is nonlinear and which presents
new gestural modulations into the musical mix. This system is
called GREIS (pronounced as ‘grace’), for Granular-feedback,
Expanded Instrument System (in direct reference to EIS) and
was developed in Max/MSP at the external and abstraction
level. One of the prime differences between EIS and GREIS
are in the mode of interacting with the system for the player,
and consequently on the time scale that the interaction takes
place. For EIS, the second author most often performs on
accordion as primary instrument, with EIS serving to propel
this content through time and space after a duration often in
the range of 20–60 s. GREIS, meanwhile, has been developed
for more direct, bi-manual interaction via a Wacom tablet
and various controllers. Through the process of acting more
immediately on the system parameters, the focus has shifted
more towards building sound structures rather than purely on
machine partnering, and thus includes shorter time delays (e.g.
from milliseconds to a few seconds) that influence the timbral
and textural quality of the immediate sound output as well as
longer-term musical structures. Regardless, both systems can
and do traverse both time scales in performance.

4.1 Scrubbing and sonic re-synthesis

A second and more profound difference is that GREIS has
focused on the notion of ‘scrubbing’ captured sound with
the right hand as it enters one of the system buffers, while
modulating the output with right-hand pen articulations and
left-hand modification gestures. This approach extends the
notion of the computer-mediated modulating delay lines of
EIS, which can be thought of as a turntablistic ‘scratching’ of
the captured audio, with a sound that ranges from a gentle
phasing to a dramatic screeching, both of which alter the
pitch content as they provide a new gesture in
response. The use of scrubbing in GREIS returns the mod-
ulation to the musician (whose hands are free from acoustic
instruments), so that material can be shaped into a new sonic
gesture through capturing sound and re-shaping the amplitude
envelope and other features over time. This is furthered by
the use of a combined granular and time/frequency approach
that allows for extreme time stretching and pitch shifting in a
decoupled fashion, but also allows for control of the textural
nature of the signal in a dynamic fashion, placing focus on a
combined gesture/texture shaping.

The system achieves this control through treatment of ‘grains’
in a general sense to mean both temporal or spectral units
that may be shaped by the tablet and propagated through the
system in a large feedback delay network. This is achieved
through a combination of two granular synthesis modules and
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Fig. 1. Current EIS screen interface.

Fig. 2. Common configuration of GREIS screen interface.
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two phase-vocoder based modules. The granular technique
introduces two separate processing channels: one being con-
trolled by an MSP phasor∼ object at signal rate, and one being
controlled by a Max metro/gate system at control rate. This
allows for a very smooth stretching with minimal artefacts
in the former case, while the latter allows for grains to be
separated into streams with each being processed in a unique
way. In GREIS, each of these temporal grains has a feed-
back delay and pitch shifting applied (allowing for a very
profound texturization) before each individual stream is sent
into the primary feedback matrix (lower right of Figure 2).
The control-rate grain streams are configurable to 8, 16 or
32 separate streams per processing module. The signal and
control rate grain channels can be mixed separately, and an
involved mapping structure is used in order to transition be-
tween processing types and synthesis parameters, resulting
in the ability to either hide or accentuate digital artefacts
(Van Nort & Wanderley, 2007). The ‘spectral grain’processing
was built using the Gabor modules within the FTM libraries
for Max/MSP (Schnell, Borghesi, Schwarz, Bevilacqua, &
Muller, 2005). The resultant processing allows for partials,
noise and transients to be separated in real time as the sound
is scrubbed, and each of these are propagated through the
primary system matrix as well. Important to GREIS’ability to
shift between different sonic shapings and textural transfor-
mations is that the control interface remains the same while
only the state of ‘temporal’ or ‘spectral’ control is changed (in
the three identical modules of Figure 2, this is reflected in the
upper left drop-down menu).

4.2 Mapping, control structures

Parameters such as frequency, delay, feedback gain and ampli-
tude for each temporal grain—or relative sine/noise/transient
level for each spectral grain provide for a potentially rich sonic
sculpting. However, in order to holistically shape sonic ges-
tural objects rather than separably influence individual sound
features, a complex organization of control is necessary through
a thorough consideration of the mapping structure.Afirst point
of concern is the organization of this large number of sound pa-
rameters using a relatively few number of control dimensions
(3D Wacom input and banks of knobs, sliders), which requires
a continuous mapping structure created through functional in-
terpolation and dimensionality reduction strategies (Van Nort,
Wanderley, & Depalle, 2004). Through such an approach the
GREIS performer can construct a space of sound parameters
wherein particular sound states are assigned to control input
states. In this way, the instrument designer creates a self-
designed perceptual space (e.g. ‘input X should result in sound
Y’) which can be continuously navigated in a way that is anal-
ogous to the concept of moving within a perceptually-defined
timbre space (Wessel, 1979). However, beyond continuous
control of a complex set of parameters, the dynamics of the
mapping itself are also defined through a consideration of both
the control gesture that is input to the mapping layer, and the
sonic gesture that results. The system possesses a number of

mapping control structures which adapt the mapping layer
according to information extracted both from control input as
well as sound output (i.e. feedback control). The entire set
of such structures used in GREIS are beyond the scope of
this paper, but are described in detail elsewhere (Van Nort,
2010). For the purpose of this discusion, the most essential
point of note is that through mapping structures such as these,
a control gesture may be defined in tandem with a desired
sonic gestural output so that the performer does not have to
consider sound shaping in a linear and separable way, moving
the consideration of mapping and control back into the realm
of perceptual action-sound coupling rather than thinking from
purely a parameter association/conditioning point of view.

4.3 Timbral navigation and vocal shaping

In GREIS, the dominant-hand plays the dual role of continu-
ously shaping sonic gestures—as described above—as well as
selecting sound for analysis and resynthesis by continuously
moving through a timbre space of potential source material.
In practice this is done very quickly: the right hand reaching
out and ‘grabbing’ a sound source, the left hand changing the
mode of the tablet from navigation to sound shaping, and the
right hand engaging in sound sculpting.

The process of navigation is similar to the approach taken in
the interactive concatenative synthesis system CataRT
(Schwarz, 2007) in that a group of sound files are projected
onto a two-dimensional surface whose axes are defined by
particular sound descriptors. In the case of GREIS these in-
clude periodicity, loudness, zero crossings or the first au-
tocorrelation coefficient for noisiness, number of transients,
the ratio of temporal centroid to total length as an overall
shape description, and spectral descriptors including spectral
centroid, tilt and flatness. One such timbre space is depicted in
the upper-right corner of Figure 2 wherein the x-axis defines
the spectral flatness and the y-axis defines periodicity. Like
CataRT this space can be navigated to choose sound samples;
unlike that system, each point in the given space with GREIS
represents an entire sample, and either the mean or standard
deviation is the chosen value that represents the given sample
(except in the case of temporal shape descriptors such as
temporal centroid). In GREIS, this 2-D plane corresponds
to the surface of the graphics tablet, and the pen location
represents a target point in the timbre space. When a button
on the pen is pressed, the descriptor values associated with
target point are compared to the given set of sound samples
using a distance function that is appropriately normalized for
the body of data (the Mahalanobis distance), and the sample
nearest to this target is chosen as source material.

In this way, the performer is navigating through a sound
space and ‘grabbing’ a sample in a much more holistic and
intuitive way than selecting from a bank of potential samples
(e.g. ‘reach for something loud and crackly’). In the case
of interactive concatenative synthesis this can be thought of
as a form of granular synthesis that is guided by the sonic
character of each grain; in GREIS the idea is also to choose
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Fig. 3. Vocal navigation and shaping in GREIS.

material in a manner based on the inherent qualities of the
sound, but instead the approach is to choose a larger sound
file and ‘manually’ break it apart, extract varying sizes of
‘grains’ (in the dual spectral/temporal sense defined here)
in order to both build sonic structures by recombining these
newly-formed excerpts of the sound as well as feed the grains
into the system’s memory for future use. This source sample
may be ‘set down’ in a temporary buffer while another one is
grabbed, so that a few larger samples can be used in tandem to
make a variety of sonic gestures and texture that share some
qualities due to this shared source material. Moving between
the fast collage of smaller temporal and spectral grains versus
the focused sculpting of one particular sample is highly im-
provisational and is an important part of performance practice
with GREIS, having been developed now over a number of
years.

A recent development with the system is in the use of the
voice for navigation of timbral source material in a similar
vein as the work from Janer and De Boer (2008). The benefit
of this approach is that it is much more embodied and intuitive:
the imagined sound can be vocalized by the performer, rather
than having to consciously think of the axes of the underlying
timbre space. From an analysis and systems point of view, the
multidimensional sound description of this vocal sound is the
input target for the search process. As with Schwarz (2007),
the real-time search in the space of sample sound descriptors

is made efficient through the use of a KD-tree optimization
algorithm (D’haes, van Dyck, & Rodet, 2003).

A second use of the voice in GREIS is towards the end of
vocal shaping. An LPC-based source-filter approach is taken
in order to extract the spectral envelope as well as the residual
excitation of both the voice and the given input sound. GREIS
allows for the performer to control the interpolation between
both envelope and excitation for both voice and source sound.
Through this process the resultant sound can move smoothly
between a vocal-like quality or more towards the nature of the
source material, with abstract sounds possible in the interme-
diate stages of the audio morph. Finally, GREIS combines
the process of vocal shaping and navigation by using the
sound sample that is returned in the vocal navigation process
as input source for the vocal cross-synthesis. This combined
approach allows for the sonic transformations to seamlessly
be perceived on a spectrum ranging from vocoder-style sound
shaping to sound collage with vocal-like fragments as source
material. To the best of our knowledge this combined vo-
cal ‘mosaicing’ and LPC-based vocal synthesizer is a novel
approach to extending the voice. The diagram in Figure 3
illustrates this combined approach to vocal shaping and nav-
igating. Using this vocal processing in tandem with manual
sculpting—for example manually sculpting the output of the
vocal shaping process—is a rich and complex area of real-time
transformation that the first author is still actively exploring.
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Fig. 4. Propagation of gestures in GREIS: an input tablet gesture gives rise to a complete sonic gesture, sonic ‘grains’ and control gestural
curves in parallel. Each of these are each routed so as to define the immediate sonic sculpting that results from the tablet gesture, and further
can be fed into the running episodic memory or segmented and stored for later selection and reintroduction (the so-called semantic memory).
The performer guides the system’s decision-making in regards to access and modulation of the running episodic memory.

4.4 Gestures, memory and interaction metaphors

A key aspect of the system is that it merges this ‘hands-
on’ approach to shaping new sonic gestures (while breaking
apart the textural components in the process) with the sort of
computer-mediated gestural modulations that are present in
the machine-controlled delay modulations of EIS. These long-
term and overt modulations are thus placed in the feedback
matrix, allowing for an interplay between the aforementioned
type of human-based shapings that leverage the power of
time stretching and parametric resynthesis with surprising
new delay-line modulations that further reshape this already-
transformed sound, only to return at unsuspecting times. This
delayed output can then pass back into the granular-feedback
chain to be further reshaped and remain in memory longer
as a new sonic object. In this way, the human performer
may re-capture past audio content that is being re-presented
and modulated by the machine, keeping a number of these
captured sound fragments indefinitely in memory for manual
shaping.

Now, this concept of propagating sonic gestures through the
system and ‘catching’ them later for potential further transfor-
mation is also extended to the control gestures which give rise
to the sound. That is, the continuously changing parameters
that are controlled by the right-hand Wacom gestures as well

as by left-hand modification gestures, are further committed
to system memory, to be recalled randomly by the machine
as it selects portions of past content to work with. Beyond
modulating playback of the audio itself, the system has the
ability to modulate the control parameters as well. If the hu-
man performer decides to capture this machine action into
a scrubbing module, the original control curves and audio
as well as the machine-modulated versions are captured in
parallel—which allows for a choice of the two control/sound
gesture sets. By this act of propagating both sound and control
gestures through the system, GREIS allows for the human
performer to have a refined control of past gestural inflections,
leading to a dialogue with past and future gestural intentions,
as well as with machine-introduced variants on this. This
propagation of gestural intent is key to the system’s ability to
define a cohesive musical structure which flows organically,
and is illustrated in Figure 4.

This running memory of recorded, actual lived events—
whether audio or control parameters—can be thought of as
an episodic memory for the GREIS system. It imprints the
musical intentions and inflections of the human performer on
the system, which shapes that space of potential output, with
elements of chance and machine mediation providing surpris-
ing variants on this human-designed architecture. The human
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Fig. 5. Triple Point performing at Roulette in New York. (Photo by Hisao Ihara.)

Fig. 6. A Triple Point + FILTER performance requires complete
human/machine listening between all players.

performer also has the ability to impart a concept of a semantic
memory on GREIS—which is to say a type of memory that is
abstracted and represents some kind of canonical knowledge.
In the course of performance, the performer may hit a button
on the Wacom style to segment the beginning and ending of a
scrubbing gestural action. In doing this, the audio as well as

control curves are stored to memory. Not only is this concept of
grabbing an effective metaphor that keeps cognitive load low
for performer (Wessel & Wright, 2001), it allows the grabbed
gesture to be abstracted and placed in human and machine
memory as one of a small number of semantically-important
gestures. Once a given gesture is captured, the performer may
decide to use a second metaphor of throwing by making swift
motions with the tablet stylus. Depending on the state of the
mapping and the border to which it is thrown, either the sonic
gesture or the control gesture is sent to another part of the
system. For example, the sonic gestural content may be sent
to one of a bank of loopers to created a rhythmic, looped
underpinning, or the control gesture may be ‘thrown’ to a
scrubbing module in order to apply this to another source
sound.

Through the use of these interaction metaphors, the system
allows the performer to holistically define a semantic space of
relevant sound/control gestures that may be stored, altered and
brought forth. These serve to situate the performance relative
to a select subset of key ideas and further provide structure
both at the level of individual sonic objects and in terms of
‘manually’ building repetitions and variations of material to
create larger musical structure. In order to maintain the EIS-
like element of improvisational surprise, a higher-level control
layer of directed randomness introduces noise into the sound
processing parameters as well as the matrix routing and per-
grain filtering while the behaviour of the modulated delay-
lines may be controlled probabilistically. This effectively in-
troduces changes that span from the level of sonic structure
up through to the larger musical structures that are occurring.
The first author has felt strongly enough about this approach
to improvisational memory that he sought to extend these
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capabilities in a subsequent system (FILTER) which possesses
more autonomy in regards to listening and resultant musical
actions. Our free improvisation trio has provided an ideal
testbed for exploring such a system in a real musical context,
and so we will describe this in Section 6 before delving into
the listening-oriented FILTER system in Section 7.

5. Towards an intelligent response

In both EIS and GREIS, many surprising sounds can arise that
are a re-presentation of performer actions. These results are
most often an interesting commentary on the sound quality
as well as the musical structure. Both systems have a running
memory that we may call episodic in that it catalogues specific
recorded actions by performers. GREIS furthers this paradigm
by recording control curves, and also by introducing a notion
of a semantic memory. This memory is defined explicitly by a
performer through hand gestures: grabbing a sound and con-
ceptually throwing it to a certain area of the system’s memory.
Meanwhile, both systems are given a degree of autonomy to
make performance decisions that arise from a well-tuned (in
regards to range, timing) set of random generators, whose
effectiveness lies in having a behaviour that can be anticipated
and manipulated by performers. However, while each system
presents the musical material in a new context to be considered
by performers, the system does not listen to the sonic and
musical context. Instead this requires Deeply Listening human
performers that anticipate the musical directions taken by
fellow performers as well as by the machine system, so as
to guide the expanded instrument into a space of interesting
behaviours. Reflecting on this act of listening and reacting has
led to the development of FILTER, which can be thought of
as expanding the expanded instruments into the territory of
machine listening, and an evolutionary approach to creating
new musical output. In particular our experience in our free
improvisation trio Triple Point, and the role of GREIS and its
human performer, has acted as an important model as well as
a test-bed for this development.

6. Triple point...

6.1 ...Overview

Triple Point (Figure 5) is our improvising trio whose core
instrumentation is GREIS, soprano saxophone and digital ac-
cordion synthesizer. The name refers to the point of equilib-
rium on a phase plot, which is a metaphor for how we create
dialogue as performers. Our musical interaction is centred
around an interplay with proper acoustics, modelled acoustics
(from the Roland V-accordion) and electronics. The GREIS
performer captures the sound of the other players in real time,
either transforming these to create new sonic gesture or hold-
ing them for return in the near future. The V-accordion player
changes between timbres and ‘bends’ the presets of the in-
strument through idiosyncratic use of the virtual instrument,
while the saxophonist explores extended technique including

long circular-breathing tones and multiphonics. This mode of
interaction has resulted in situations where acoustic/electronic
source is indistinguishable without careful listening, while
other times this becomes wildly apparent. This morphing is
based on timbral transformations of the ‘acoustic’ players,
but just as much is a product of these players playing into
the process of transformation as it occurs. Examples of this
performance style can be found on the album Sound Shadows
(Triple Point & Dempster, 2009).

Playing with source and instrumental identity in a man-
ner that is dynamic and controllable is an important part of
our music. At times the result is three distinct sonic gestures
with unique timbral qualities; other times these distinct sonic
gestural shapes may have very similar timbres—a result of
the sharing of sound signals. Still at other moments the trio
fuses into a single line that moves in a coherent motion or
which results in a sound texture that sustains with no linear
direction. The improvised musical decisions in performance
are guided purely by focal and global listening in the moment,
and are both an awareness of the motion between gestural
dynamics and textural sustain. We can think of the potential
musical states as either distinct gestures, gesture/texture mix-
ture, complete texture or disjointed sources (a sort of ‘noise’in
an information theoretic sense of the word (Van Nort, 2006)).

6.2 ...As motivation and context

This observation on our playing style has motivated the work
on machine listening and analysis in the FILTER system. In
terms of machine decision-making, the performance practice
of the first author with GREIS—as one who listens for distinct
lines of musical intention in the sound streams before captur-
ing and transforming this—has served as a model in the design
of FILTER. Expanding to a quartet (Triple Point + FILTER)
further adds to the richness of the musical interaction through
an even deeper sharing of sonic materials, as is depicted in
Figure 6. This degree of interconnectedness in turn produces
a challenge in terms of making clear the line between hu-
man and machine intentions and actions; while at times we
wish to blur the line between these two, still other times we
wish for distinct dialogue. While we maintain that the playing
style and sonic character is clearly unique between FILTER
and the GREIS performer, we further distinguish this either
explicitly—noting the presence of the FILTER system as a
separate performer in program notes—or through the manner
of presentation, such as spatially separating the sound sources
(one example is discussed in Section 8).As a result, the degree
of transparency in regards to interaction and intent along the
spectra of human–machine and acoustic–electronic sources—
at varying levels of sonic and musical structure—becomes
another parameter for composition. From a listener’s point
of view, we believe that navigating this dynamic requires its
own approach in listening to the music, much as listening
to recordings of music paradigmatically shifted from the live
concert experience.
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Fig. 7. The emd∼ external for empirical mode decomposition.
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Fig. 9. FILTER’s Listening system balances between gesture/texture listening, with the output causing an evolution of members within the
interpolated behaviour space.

7. FILTER overview

Both the GREIS and EIS systems have a running memory
in the form of a recording of the past N seconds of per-
formed audio on which to make decisions. As discussed in
Section 4, GREIS extends this to include a running memory
of a select number of audio feature curves and control pa-
rameter curves whose importance are defined by the human
performer. The design of the FILTER system is intended to
move beyond these notions of extending a performer’s actions

through time, towards a system that learns ‘action’—in the
sense of intention—that is embedded in the low-level structure
of the audio stream of its improvising partner. In terms of
this running memory of audio, FILTER encodes not only
the waveform but also in parallel the fine structure level of
information about the temporal evolution of sound features.
Building upon the GREIS-inspired notion of remembering a
select set of gestural actions, and in parallel with this low-
level audio information, FILTER catalogues a set of sonic
gestures which give semantic meaning to performance actions
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Fig. 10. Performance of distributed composition #1 at NIME 2011. (Photo by Alexander Refsum-Jensenius.)

at the note and phrase level. These two levels of learning and
memory formation, as well as how they are navigated, are the
distinguishing characteristics of the system design.

7.1 Machine listening and learning

True to the convictions we have outlined in Section 1, the ways
in which the FILTER system learns and acts are driven by the
nature of how it listens. The learning process can be broken
down into a semantic memory and an episodic memory. The
semantic memory represents an abstracted set of objects or
ideas that are in some way contextually relevant or exem-
plary of the performance context, and to which the system
compares all incoming sound streams. The episodic memory
is to learning what Schaeffer’s (1966) idea of concrète is to
sound perception: that is, a memory of actual, lived events.
However recorded sound captures only part of remembered
sonic experience; in the process of musical performance we try
to make sense of elements like structure and sonic dialogue as
they unfold, which means recalling basic facts such as whether
a given sound has occurred before, what it was similar to or
what it was juxtaposed with. FILTER maps out such a network
of associations in its learning of episodic events. We now
briefly describe these two approaches before going into more
detail.

7.1.1 Semantic memory formation

The structuring principles for this aspect of the system are
that of listening to gestures and textures. The former can be
thought of as foreground actions that have a coherent motion

in regards to spectrotemporal parameters, while the latter is
the characterization of the overall sound field over a larger
time duration (e.g. larger than 5 s), in the absence of coherent
motion. Listening for and recognizing gestures is based on
continuous gesture following (Bevilacqua et al., 2010) ap-
plied to a small set of sound features. In contrast to many
applications of gesture following applied to sound streams,
in FILTER this is based on unsupervised learning as follows:
when a transient is detected in amplitude or fundamental fre-
quency, subject to an inter-onset temporal threshold, a new
‘sonic gesture’ is considered to have begun. If this gesture is
dissimilar to anything in the current ‘gesture space’ then this
may be added as a new member of the space, with an older
one possibly being discarded. We will discuss this process
in more detail in Section 7.3. This aspect of learning can be
thought of as the system developing a semantic memory and
deciding which are the relevant sonic gestures on the fly, in
the non-idiomatic spirit of free improvisation. The output of
this process is a continuous likelihood that a given action is
related to one of the sonic gestures in the given space, thereby
providing a continuous degree of certainty that the system is
hearing those gestures that have been internalized within the
performance moment.

7.1.2 Episodic memory formation

The semantic learning stage is out-of-time in the sense that
each gesture is committed to FILTER’s semantic memory
without any temporal ordering between gestures. In parallel
with this, the underlying audio’s temporal structure is learned
in order to provide an understanding of the temporal regularity
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and similarity across an entire performance. This episodic
memory component of the system is inspired by the audio
oracle application (Dubnov, Assayag, & Cont, 2007) that un-
derlies the OMax system (Assayag et al., 2006), and FIL-
TER utilizes this project’s Max/MSP implementation of the
associated factor oracle algorithm. From experience we rec-
ognize and leverage the power of this learning algorithm,
but also see the shortcoming of requiring a human operator
to make contextual choices when using this information for
musical playback. Further, recent work by Schankler, Smith,
François and Chew, (2011) have suggested that the factor
oracle might have intrinsic properties that predisposes the
algorithm towards particular structural outcomes regardless of
human performer input. As such, we construct the semantic-
level gesture/texture listening layer and use this to drive output
actions to explicitly address these two issues. The episodic and
semantic levels of information in FILTER are associated by
endowing relevant states with time-stamps for any associated
sonic gestures in memory, as well as segment boundaries
between areas that are considered to have different textural
qualities.

7.2 Listening for sonic gestures, textures

The process of listening for sonic gestures can be thought of
as the inverse of machine modulations of GREIS and EIS, in
that the system is searching for salient sonic shapes rather than
introducing new ones into the performance mix. This aspect of
the system, first presented in Van Nort, Braasch and Oliveros
(2009), begins with analysis of sound features focused on
pitch and timbre recognition, followed by a Hidden Markov-
Model (HMM) based approach. While HMMs have become
commonplace for speech recognition and even recognition of
musical timbre, most often the interest lies in an out-of-time
or a posteriori act of classification. By contrast, our work spe-
cializes to the uncertainty of free improvisation by attempting
to recognize intent, and in so doing embraces the imprecision
of the real-time HMM algorithm as a model of human impro-
visational uncertainty. In particular it is the temporal profile
of this recognition process that becomes important to us, and
so it is equally the process of musical information retrieval as
much as it is the categorical result of a musical information
retrieval algorithm that concern us.

The process of listening to sonic textures happens in parallel
to this. By contrast, this is a continuous intake of an ensemble
average of parameters that characterizes the overall textural
scene on a larger time scale. While the texture information is a
set of continuous curves, the boundary between different tex-
tural scenes is learned by FILTER in order to help distinguish
a change in the overall musical context.

7.2.1 Sonic gestural analysis

In terms of sound feature extraction, we have found that a mix
of global and fine-grained features related to timbre do well
for a gross characterization of different gestures. This includes

LPC or MFCC coefficients in the case of the former, and the
ratio of autocorrelation coefficients in the case of the latter.
Rather than pitch we look more generally at ‘pitchness’ by
looking at frequency, energy and periodicity derived from the
YIN algorithm (de Cheveigné & Kawahara, 2002).

The initial process of recognition is triggered by onset and
offset messages, using a version of the complex spectral dif-
ference onset detection method described in Bello, Duxbury,
Davies and Sandler (2004). This operates in the complex spec-
tral domain to provide a continuous onset function that can be
thresholded for on/offset. We make the slight modification
of subjecting the audio to adaptive changes of level via a
companding front-end stage. The system may also combine
this with examining sharp changes in any of the above fea-
tures, and we have found that additionally detecting potential
onsets in fundamental frequency and spectral centroid are the
most effective measures for possible event segmentation. The
detection of such an event triggers the recognition process,
while the final determination of an event’s significance is the
result of the recognition stage. This component is built using
combined HMM/dynamic time warping (Bevilacqua, Gu’edy,
Schnell, Fl’ety, & Leroy, 2007) and the FTM package for Max/
MSP.

This recognition system is trained on example sonic ges-
tures, which are represented as a left-to-right topology of
states, each comprised of the multidimensional feature set.
This defines a sort of gestural ‘dictionary’ that all incom-
ing gestures can be compared against. Ideally these gestures
should be orthogonal in some musical sense, which may be
taken care of either a priori by exemplary training, or by on-
line learning as described in Section 7.3 Once the system is
trained on a set of gestures, it compares any segmented input
audio to its internal lexicon of gestural archetypes, providing a
vector of probabilities for each member. While a standard clas-
sification system would look to the most likely member, we
in fact examine the entire probability vector and its dynamic
form as it changes continuously in real-time. This information
is key to defining dynamic attention, which is used to represent
the system’s expectation of what a meaningful sonic gesture is
at any given moment even as this is continually being updated.

In particular, we extract the normalized probability, the
maximally-likely gesture and the deviation between the max-
imum and the few highest values. These latter values each
give some indication of how strongly the system believes that
the performed gesture is one from the system. Both values
are needed in order to know uniqueness as well as strength
of recognition. In addition to these instantaneous recognition
values, we define a confidence measure based on a set of leaky
integrators applied to the maximum and deviation values (Van
Nort, Braasch, & Oliveros, 2009), which reflects a building up
of confidence in the likelihood of a given sonic gesture over
time. This measure is defined as

Cn = δ(mn − mn−1)

n∑
k=0

2−1/λk (mkdk),
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where mk represents the value of the maximal likelihood for
the kth gesture in the gesture space and dk is the deviation from
the average value, also for the kth gesture. The binary function
δ is present so that if there is a sudden change in gestural
probabilities, the confidence value is zeroed before again ris-
ing. This allows the system to follow stable gestures, but also
to adapt to a perceived sudden change in musical direction.
The smoothness of the confidence measure is tunable by the
values λk . Using this probabilistic attentional information, the
system can change its mind abruptly, or become more certain
over time in a continuous fashion as will be discussed further
in Section 7.3 Changes in system output follow accordingly
by mapping these extracted probability features into sound
transformations or higher-level musical state changes as we
will discuss in Section 7.4

The final key component of this sub-section of our listening
agent is that we utilize several gestural spaces in parallel, that
each cover distinct time scales (most often three scales, from
note-level up to a 10 s phrase). This is partially practical, as the
HMM model-comparing process works best when the dictio-
nary of gestures exist on the same time scale, but also because
a note-level sonic gesture is musically very different from a
phrase-level one, and needs to be understood accordingly. The
process of traversing the different times scales is quite general,
and can be extended to more layers: an onset (i.e. detection
of an event) triggers the recognition of the smallest possible
recognition level; if the accumulated confidence does not pass
a given threshold within an adaptive time frame (determined
by the average length of the gestural dictionary) then the
system begins to try to make sense of the event as a ‘higher
level’ of gesture. This further allows for only one recognition
process to be enacted at any given time, reducing the overall
CPU load.

We have tested the sonic gesture listening stage by having
performers play phrases at each of the aforementioned time
scales for an initial recognition, and then repeat the phrase
while observing the recognition and confidence measures.
This was done iteratively through the process of designing
the sonic gesture listening component of the system, and al-
lowed us to develop preset weight values for different in-
struments which we often work with, particularly saxophone,
accordion, cello, percussion (various objects) and piano. It
further provided an objective measure of accuracy for these
various instruments, so that we can at least know that cleanly-
mic’ed and exemplary phrases are accurately tracked by the
system. In practice, and whether or not a gesture is perfectly
recognized, if the system detects a specified level of similar-
ity and confidence, it can make decisions as to what output
processing should occur based on this gestural listening. This
output is a product of the mapping defined by the user, the
instantaneous probability values and the smoothed confidence
value. In the absence of coherent sonic gestural recognition
and understanding, the system shifts attention to the parallel
process of listening to the global sonic texture.

7.2.2 Sonic textural analysis

Following the musical analysis presented in Van Nort (2009),
in the FILTER system texture is considered as any sustained
sonic phenomenon that possesses global stationarity (of am-
plitude and frequency content, across more than 1 s) while
having local micro-variations. From a perceptual point of
view, there is no clear separation between timbral events and
textural sustain on one hand, but also between the local tem-
poral variation or grain (Chion, 1983) of a sound texture and
larger-scale modulations such as tremolo or vibrato. These
phenomena differ along a continuum in regards to separa-
bility of temporal fluctuation. Texture listening in FILTER
explores the possibility of creating a machine listening sys-
tem to distinguish along this continuum in an adaptive and
signal-driven way. This listening is based on the nonlinear
time-frequency analysis technique called Empirical Mode De-
composition (EMD) (Wu & Huang, 2004), which separates
a signal into a set of (not necessarily orthogonal) intrinsic
mode functions (IMF) that are created not by differing spec-
tral content per se (though this weakly is a by-product), but
by different levels of temporal modulation. The technique is
aimed at factoring out all components by virtue of their similar
amplitude/frequency modulated content. We leave the details
of our analysis to Van Nort (2009), but after separating the
signal into this set of IMFs, these are clustered by virtue of their
signal properties including the use of a roughness algorithm
based on the work of Pressnitzer and McAdams (1999), an
analysis of envelope modulation and a measure that the first
author has created known as temporal fine structure, defined
on each signal block L of size N as

T F S(L) =
∑(L+1)N

i=(L)N+1

(
x p[i] − x p[i+1]+x p[i]+x p[i−1]

3

)2

RM S(L)
,

(1)
where RMS is the root mean square for the given signal block
and x p is the instantaneous power-amplitude of the signal.

By separating out the time-frequency IMF components and
extracting these features—chosen precisely because they have
proven effective in separating out qualitatively different types
of signal grain (Van Nort, 2009)—we are left with a con-
tinuous vector that describes the overall textural scene. The
system collects the instantaneous, mean and standard devi-
ation of these parameters, while noting abrupt changes in
these values as the boundary between scenes (via application
of the aforementioned onset detection method). This textural
listening also has the ability to classify segmented textural
scenes based on templates that are learned in advance of
performance, using a dynamical systems modelling approach
presented in Van Nort et al. (2012). In applying this pre-
performance texture learning step, FILTER can differentiate
between a set of exemplary musical textures and give a degree
of similarity with textural archetypes. While we would like
to enhance this texture learning stage so that it functions as a
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real-time unsupervised learning, similar to the behaviour of
the NN music system (Young, 2008), this pre-training phase
is currently the only aspect of the system that is not active
on-the-fly in performance. It is similar to the training of the
LL system (Collins, 2011) in that it defines classes of sonic
behaviour that the system can compare input to, yet it does not
preserve the actual training material for use in performance as
does the _derivations system (Carey, 2012).

In short, FILTER’s global texture-listening system is cen-
tred around listening to collective sound from all players,
deciding on the category and type of ‘sub-textures’ the music
is comprised of (e.g. long beating modulations versus filtered
noise versus many micro-transients), and providing feedback
on when a change in texture has occurred. The listening stage
happens in real-time utilizing externals written in Max for
EMD analysis, as pictured in Figure 7. The example patch
shows a mixture of two sine waves and white noise. Note
how the external is able to separate the three components.
In contrast to linear techniques such as the STFT, when the
sine waves drift closer and cause beating, this modulation is
identified as a separate IMF, much as a listener is able to detect
this phenomena as distinct from the tones proper.

Again, this global texture-listening system happens in par-
allel and as complement to the sonic gestural listening. This
dual listening influences the system’s attentional state and
feeds into the formation of a semantic-level memory, which
in turn determine how the episodic-level memory is navigated
in determining musical actions.

7.3 Learning, memory and dynamic attention

The FILTER system is built around the notion that its playing
should be guided by focal and global attention, examining
Triple Point as one important model for interaction. In partic-
ular these listening modes are represented by sonic gestural
versus textural listening. The balance between these two lis-
tening modes is built around the saliency and confidence in
the sonic gestural listening process—which can be thought
of as the degree to which something captures the system’s
focal attention. Equally important are the ways in which the
system builds a memory of these events, and learns a sense of
structure and style that informs its musical decision-making.

In both EIS and GREIS, the system’s performance memory
is a running short-term episodic memory that covers the last
1–2 min of incoming sound. In FILTER, this is used not as a
source of performance material, but as a source of potential
sonic gestures to commit to the higher-level semantic memory.
This is achieved by segmenting the potential sonic gestures
and looking at their averaged features. Using the aforemen-
tioned KD-tree clustering that is used in GREIS for timbre
navigation, the potential sonic gestures are compared to the
current gestural space. If a new sonic gesture is sufficiently far
in sound feature space from the other members of the known
database, this is included in the gestural lexicon. If a max
threshold is reached, members that are closer to the centroid

of the gesture space are thrown away1. Using this method
of learning, we privilege recent performance memory while
encouraging the principle of maximal variety by committing
wildly different sonic gestures to the semantic memory. In
practice, we begin either with a pre-defined gestures space or
by systematically constructing a space of sonic gestures from
the first 2 min of audio, and keep track of the number of new
members that are being added to the gestural lexicon. If new
members occur frequently, the gesture space is recalculated
on the recent, segmented short-term memory of audio data,
thereby updating the gesture space component of the semantic
memory. This approach is in the spirit of the live sampling
use of concatenative synthesis such as as that discussed by
Schwarz, Cahen and Britton (2008).

In parallel to this, the long-term episodic memory of a
performance is learned by FILTER, using the factor oracle
approach (Allauzen, Crochemore, & Raffinot, 1999) that was
first applied to music by Assayag & Dubnov (2004) and later
in the MIMI system (François, Chew, & Thurmond, 2007).
Our interest in this technique is that it allows for a succession
of similar audio events to be identified as a single unit, with a
precise time-stamp, and for associations to be made over time
between sonic materials that have structural similarity in re-
gards to a left-to-right temporal sequence of spectro-temporal
features (we use the same features as in the sonic gestural
analysis). This network of associations can be considered as a
notion of ‘style’that is learned in the moment of improvisation,
as well as a graph of events that may be traversed in order to
produce musical output. In the work of Assayag et al. (2006),
a human operator selects from this memory structure in order
to constrain the choice of material that will be re-presented by
the system. In the case of FILTER, the machine listening, at-
tention and semantic memory guides this navigation of learned
episodic
memory.

Within the fine-grained temporal information of the episodic
memory, the temporal location of each semantically-relevant
sonic gesture is catalogued, as are the boundaries between
textural scenes, creating three parallel layers of memory. This
is depicted in Figure 8. In this way, the system has the ability to
compare the current musical context in terms of how it relates
to past sonic gestural or textural phenomena—depending on
whether the system is engaged in focal or global attention at the
time. Depending on the current behaviour state of the system
(which will be discussed in Section 7.4), FILTER decides
to draw from material that is either similar or sufficiently
different, in terms of gestural or textural similarity (again,
depending on the dominant mode of listening). Through this
approach, listening and attention remain dominant, while the
learning of style constrains the degree of mimesis or novelty
that the system may generate—moving between these two
extremes in a continuous fashion.

1The best way to effectively reduce the size of the gesture space
while maximizing sonic gestural variety is still an open question for
us.
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7.3.1 Evolving, mapping

The use of analysis, recognition and structure-learning in
FILTER is not towards the end of categorically classifying
performer actions in an out-of-time fashion, but rather the goal
is to leverage the process of recognition and understanding as
it develops, and so the system focuses more on anticipation
than on recognition. As between human improvisers it is the
feedback and reinforcement of certain sounds or passages,
guided by moment-to-moment anticipation, that give them
meaning within a given performance context. Further, the
design of FILTER is predicated on the idea that this continuous
recognition should not lead to output that always exists within
the same parameter space, but that this should shift over time in
a way that favours novelty and challenges a human performer,
though not so erratically that it is perceived as random—
a balance of spontaneity and the desire for dialogue. With
this in mind, the system output is partially governed by an
evolutionary process that acts as a mediating layer between
the learning elements and the space of output parameters.

In order to allow FILTER to move towards a globally pre-
dictable direction while maintaining random elements on a
local scale, a genetic algorithm (GA) is used as a layer between
gestural listening and the space of possible behaviours. What
sets this usage apart from many projects related to evolu-
tionary music (Miranda & Biles, 2007) is that this is not
an interactive GA implementation wherein the user explicitly
rates the goodness of each output—which is a substantial time
and attention bottleneck. It also differs from the unsupervised
approach of Yee-King (2011), which is a more limited use
focused on timbre following and creation of system source
material. In our work, the fitness is directly tied to the saliency
of the gestural recognition process by mapping the smoothed
gesture-likelihood values into the fitness of a member of the
GA pool, while the confidence Cn is inversely proportional to
the mutation rate. In this way, the ‘goal’ changes as a product
of the system’s gestural recognition and confidence. However,
if the confidence remains substantially low then the mode
of listening for FILTER changes so that the gesture-based
confidence value no longer drives the GA, and instead the
texture-based sound features influence the output to system
behaviours.

There are two layers of mapping in this part of the system.
The first is the association of members of the gesture space,
as well as textural categories, into output behaviours. This is
achieved by mapping archetypal gestures—defined by their
temporal shape or morphology (Peeters & Deruty, 2010)—
into each member of the GA population on one hand, or an
archetypal set of texture features (averaged over a large time
window) on the other. This mapping provides a semantic as-
sociation to be established (e.g. ‘repeated sharp attacks should
give rise to X type of behaviour’), which can be thought
of as a set of musical values for the system. These ‘value
mappings’ are reinforced or lost over time as the parameter
space evolves and FILTER is influenced by the style of its
improvising partners, though they may be reinstated during

the course of performance. The second layer of mapping is
the embedding of these GA members in a continuous, higher-
dimensional space of possible behaviours through the use
of continuous mapping strategies (Van Nort, 2010). In this
implementation, a set of N -dimensional population members
move within a simplicial complex where each node is as-
sociated with a behaviour state of the system. The member
of the population associated with the currently most salient
gesture/texture state is used to interpolate the nodes of the
enclosing simplex, determining an output behaviour state of
the system. This can be thought of as a cloud of possible
states that move with a quasi-physical nature as determined
by the output of the listening module. In this particular aspect,
FILTER shares a similarity with the continuous state-based
approach of the Ozone project (Sha, Fortin, Navab, & Sutton,
2010). One critical difference is that the current state of the
system behaviour itself (the so-called ‘stability’ feature) also
partially determines the movement in the state-space—a sort
of self-reflexivity of the system.

7.4 Musical behaviours

In FILTER, the low-level episodic audio structure can be
navigated and is used to define the sound materials chosen for
sound output. Navigating this structure causes the system to
recombine past elements of audio that have varying degrees of
contextual relevance. By reinterpreting the nature of this ‘rel-
evance’ on the fly and altering the manner of recombination,
FILTER moves beyond the aforementioned problem of requir-
ing a human operator that exists in similar systems. Coupling
this with additional sound transformations gives FILTER a
set of potential performance reactions that are conducive to
Triple Point’s sound-oriented, free improvisation aesthetic.

The behaviour states of the system give a high-level descrip-
tion that is then mapped into musical actions, as well as into
internal decision making. As noted in Figure 9, this mapping
is partially regulated by the relative saliency of gestures (ver-
sus textures) to the current musical context. The continuous
behaviours include:

• Rhythmic-ness: The likelihood that individual lines
will be repeated, as well as the degree of variation
within a given repetition.

• Wildness: If gesture listening is dominant, the likeli-
hood that the system will mirror the performer by using
recent input versus improvising on disparate regions of
past and present input. If texture listening is dominant,
the likelihood that the system will draw on past regions
that have similar textural sound qualities.

• Stability: The likelihood of possible change in the over-
all behaviour state of the system.

• Sustain: The favouring of sustained versus short tones
or actions.

• Density: If gesture listening is dominant, this affects
the size and spacing of output phrases. If texture lis-
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tening is dominant, the number of overlapping layers
of content that are performed at once.

Note that the function of these behaviours changes de-
pending on the listening context. Further, the wildness state
determines the likelihood that the system will behave similarly
or differently from the player, whether this is ‘gesturally’ (a
single, well-defined passage) or ‘texturally’ (layers of quasi-
repeated or stretched passages of sound). Therefore the no-
tion of same/different playing has the dual interpretation of
drawing on similar/different content, or playing in a simi-
lar/different style.

7.4.1 Transformations

In addition to recombining disparate fragments of audio in
a manner subject to the given behaviour state, FILTER has
the ability to time stretch and pitch shift its current musical
output, or each layer individually in the case of denser textu-
ral playing. Each of these potential phrases may also be fed
into a feedback delay line that is subject to modulation and
filtering. These fundamental processes define a variety of mu-
sical effects, as determined by the mapping from the higher-
level behaviour parameters and by which listening context
is currently dominant. The degree of similarity in playback
style—expressed by the Wildness state—also determines the
amount (if any) of pitch shifting, while the degree of sustain
influences the amount (if any) of time-stretching applied. The
set of transformations defined by feedback and modulation are
influenced by both wildness and stability in a cross-coupled
fashion.

7.4.2 Spatialization

An integral part of the FILTER’s musical actions is its ability
to define spatial gestures that react to the musical context. The
system utilizes the aforementioned ViMiC approach (Braasch
et al., 2008), which simulates a multichannel main microphone
signal in a virtual room from dry, live music signals using
descriptors about the room size, wall-absorption coefficients,
and sound-source positions. Each virtual microphone signal
is then fed to a separate physical loudspeaker, following com-
mon audio engineering practice. At the core of ViMiC is
an array of virtual microphones with simulated directivity
patterns with freely adjustable axis orientations in 3D space.
The transfer function between the sound source and a virtual
microphone is determined by the distance and the orientation
between the microphone’s directivity pattern and the captured
sound source (e.g. musical instrument).

ViMiC operates with low latency using a network of de-
lay lines in the time domain to simulate the effect of source
distance, Doppler shifts and the influence of early room re-
flections. As such it is very conducive to rapidly moving
sound sources around the space in a realistic fashion, where
relative positioning between source and speaker output may
be controlled. The parameters that are subject to machine

control in FILTER include: the set of possible trajectories
for each sound source, the reverberation decay time, room
size of the spatial model, and the radius, speed and incidence
angle of each sound source. These spatial parameters are given
equal importance to all other musical actions/transformations
in consideration of the overall performance of the system.
For example, the textural nature of the output is drastically
altered if each improvised line of the system is presented as a
different moving source, thereby separating each one spatially.
This interaction between spatial gesture and machine actions
was the subject of consideration in a recent telematic piece
that we presented at the NIME 2011 conference, which we
now describe as an example application in a real musical
context.

8. Distributed composition #1

In Triple Point there is already a sharing of sonic gestures
through the capturing and transformation of audio on-the-
fly (Van Nort, GREIS) that extend the overall sound scene.
Presenting the actions of FILTER so that they exist as a unique
contributor to the musical dialogue presents an interesting
challenge. In the piece Distributed Composition #1 we em-
braced this complexity and pushed it further by defining a
three-site telematic piece. The title of the piece refers not only
to this physical distribution of the human players, but also
to the distributed musical cognition between human and ma-
chine, as well as the fact that each player had a hand in defining
the musical structure—making it a distributed composition in
several senses of the word. The FILTER system itself had a
hand in composing the structure in that it acted as conductor,
determining when a member of the quartet would have the
option of playing. This was achieved by adding these cues to
the behaviour state-space, while an audio matrix determined
which input FILTER was improvising on at a given moment.
Within these confines, any of the eligible four players were
free to improvise. The piece allowed the FILTER system to
capture the GREIS output as well (while both were capturing
the remote acoustic players), resulting in a proliferation of cer-
tain phrases that were subject to several iterations of musical
transformation. The staging and sonic display for all human
and machine players was adapted so as to allow for a more
coherent musical dialogue in light of this sharing of sources.
First, the local and remote human players were presented
on stage (see Figure 10), and their sound was localized to
the stage. At the same time FILTER was only present in the
surrounding eight channels of audio. Secondly, the system was
populated with a set of musical values such that the particular
palette of sonic gestures produced by the GREIS player for the
piece would lead, with high likelihood, to FILTER re-actions
that were heard as quite distinct from this musical context.
In practice, this often led to the FILTER system performing
in a very stable, sustained and spatially distant fashion when
the GREIS player was producing sounds that were full of
transients. Meanwhile when the system improvised on the
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content from the acoustic players, the result was often a rapid
spatial gesture that moved with a small radius in the centre
of the space, a ‘musical value’ that was added so as to help
subvert the distance one might feel in a telematic presentation
such as this.

From the experience of this piece, we feel that intelligent,
reactive spatial gestures that are integrated into the musi-
cal context are a very fertile area of exploration in the case
of telematic performance in particular. We further hope that
pieces such as this serve to continue advancing the dialogue
in this area of distributed approaches to composition—as a
non-hierarchical mode of engagement and planning between
human performers as well as between human and machine per-
formers, where each is potentially located in disparate regions
of the planet.

9. Reflection and evaluation

We value the concert experience as the ultimate test of success
for any of our research endeavours—be they towards EIS,
GREIS, FILTER or future projects. While metrics such as
stated audience satisfaction and positive engagement have all
been quite promising and are central components of what spurs
our future development, finding other forms of evaluation is
an important question to consider. Talking about an evalua-
tion of a complex system such as FILTER is not trivial, and
perhaps unsurprisingly there is not much advanced research
or discussion in this area as of yet. Collins (2007) points
out a reasonable enough basis of evaluation for machine per-
formers: evaluating either technical criteria of some particular
sub-process of a system, the reactions of the audience or the
feedback from human performing partners. We have spent the
most time thus far on the former aspect in regards to machine
listening/learning sub-components: a thorough discussion of
our evaluation of texture listening/learning is documented in
Van Nort et al. (2012). In regards to the sonic gesture listening
component, the system has been systematically tested in a
rehearsal setting in order to ensure that this system element
works properly across different instruments and time scales, as
noted in Section 7.2 Therefore, we have largely focused on the
objective assessment of sonic gesture listening, dynamic at-
tention and texture listening/learning elements of the system.
As the system action is largely guided by these attention and
focal listening mechanisms, this does take us in the direction of
evaluating the system as a whole. In terms of the reception of
the system’s behaviour, and moving into the more uncertain
but fruitful realm of human feedback, we agree with Ariza
(2009) as well as Hsu and Sosnick (2009) that one needs
to move beyond reactions that are based purely on musical
aesthetics, towards an impression of the system’s behaviour
as a whole: focusing on such qualities as Young’s aforemen-
tioned adaptability, intimacy, opacity and presentation of the
‘unimagined’. In order to gauge audience reaction, one would
need to develop a controlled and systematic approach as is
discussed by Hsu and Sosnick (2009). Thus far we have pre-
sented our work with FILTER in traditional performance and

festival environments that don’t lend themselves to this sort
of controlled experiment, and so the audience reactions have
tended to focus on the overall musical aesthetic and experience
as well as informal feedback. To this end, past audience mem-
bers have expressed surprise over FILTER’s ability to create
new musical phrases that related to the current musical con-
text. It could be that the performance context accentuated this
difference: particularly, in concert situations when the GREIS
performer is engaged at their machine (i.e. from the audience
point of view could be involved in any level of decision-
making process) but then moves away from the ‘controls’
for a given section or piece, making clear the autonomy of
the system. Similarly, in situations involving the quartet of
Triple Point and FILTER, audiences tend to compare FILTER
to GREIS implicitly through commenting on the behaviours of
the electroacoustic sound. In this commentary, there has been a
tendency to focus on sonic timbre, texture and shape in regards
to GREIS, while commenting on reactions and behaviours in
regards to the FILTER system. This feedback can be clearly
differentiated in situations where the two systems are clearly
separated in terms of their spatial display. Regardless, a more
systematic reaction from audience is warranted to make larger
claims, and we feel that the direction of Hsu and Sosnick
(2009) is a good start in this direction.

Similarly, while we have not yet collected formal data, we
have spent more time with FILTER in regards to the feedback
of human performing partners. Certainly each member of
Triple Point has spent ample time with the system—both as
quartet and as duo—and whose feedback has steered develop-
ment at various points. Beyond this, the system has appeared
in rehearsal/feedback sessions with professional performers
of violin, viola, percussion, electric guitar, electronics, cello,
voice and flute. Also, the system was integrated into our co-
taught university course on improvisation, with each student
taking turns performing in duo with the system (in front of
the class) before engaging in a group feedback session. In
general, while a range of comments and feedback have been
given, common themes ranged from being disinterested with
(what was perceived to be) hearing one’s own material again as
the most critical, to being surprised by the nuanced changes
in material that were almost akin to past phrases but which
were modulated to varying degrees. Generally speaking, the
more time one spent with the system, the more these variations
were uncovered and remarked upon.Again speaking to the dif-
ficulty of conducting such evaluations, the degree of mimesis
or delay-like actions that the FILTER system engages in is a
complex mapping from the behaviour states, and as a design
decision these are not easy to bias or set prior to performance.
One may happen to find FILTER tending towards a more
mimetic state to begin a session, and if they improvise for
less than 5 min may not discover certain nuances. Generally
speaking, and as an admitted musical aesthetic decision, the
system has been designed so that delay-like behaviours do
not happen often, or for long periods of time. Another salient
area of feedback has been in regards to surprise over the
changes in responsiveness of the system: from direct actions
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in response to attack gestures to obstinately finishing a phrase.
This ‘opacity’ was generally seen as an asset in the context of
longer sessions. Certainly, the preconceptions or priming of
a given performer is a strong influence in such sessions; we
have observed that those players who describe FILTER as a
partner with which to engage, rather than as an instrument
or effect which to steer, tend to give more nuanced feedback
in regards to the system’s behaviour. Further, and at the risk
of falling back into commentary on musical aesthetics, such
sessions have tended to last for longer periods of time and
be more musically engaging to us as listeners. Most certainly,
the design of FILTER has been influenced and adjusted due
to a large number of sessions with disparate musicians giving
excellent feedback, and we thank them all. Moving beyond the
objective evaluation of the listening, learning and attentional
sub-systems or the set of informal feedback we have received,
developing formal qualitative and quantitative measures of
performer/audience feedback is something we value and look
to explore in the future.

10. Conclusion and future work

Whether performing as the trio Triple Point, expanding to a
quartet with FILTER or even a quintet with EIS, our work
is focused on expanding and exploring musical agency and
intent between humans, as mediated by machines, as well
as between human and machine. Our approach is strongly
centred around an electroacoustic sound-focused aesthetic and
by free improvisation, with Deep Listening principles act-
ing as one important guiding principle. In this context we
have explored the sharing of sound sources, the propagation
of sounds through time and space, and the propagation of
information about sound sources through time. We have fo-
cused on developing systems in this spirit that listen first—
particularly to timbral and textural features—and act based
on this listening and the immediate context, rather than music
theoretic rules. The GREIS system explores the propagation
of gestural intent through time, while the FILTER system
has developed the idea of balancing global/focal attention
through a balanced navigating of gestural/textural listening.
Both systems (and the continued evolution of EIS) have ad-
vanced the Expanded Instrument paradigm by allowing the
machine to be creative, to transform, recombine and evolve
new musical material that is perceptually and contextually
relevant. In the case of FILTER, allowing the system to be
flexible in the sense of redefining the high-level mapping to
values and behaviours is key to the system’s musicality, as
with any human performer wherein one can discuss musical
intentions a priori. At the same time, we feel that the fact that
the design allows for a considered coupling between analysis,
recognition and evolved output parameters is an important part
of why the system remains convincing and reliable. Moving
forward, each of these projects will be focused on advancing
this new compositional aesthetic warranted by an ensemble
such as Triple Point + FILTER, even as we expand to new
agent systems and new modes of human/machine dialogue.
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